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LYRICS
You can give a sunny rock as a gift to a snake
You can step out’ yo office on your coffee break
Invite a few friends, turn off the news
Crack the window in a sunlit room
A dazzling curtain of citrus droplets spirit out and fly
A universe of empty promises hang forgotten in the sky
You can’t go hard with hounds like an Essex Earl
You got to find other things to do with your girl
It can take a lot of hours to make a playa go pro
It can take a lot of bending over to make a butt crack show
But if you stick around you might learn something of what the plumber knows
Don’t harbor your resentments & you might find something of how my heart grows
And I might ask you to come back tomorrow…
On an Orange Afternoon
You need to pull that beer out of the snow
But you don’t need to read something tell you something you already know
You don’t get older, cause’the birthday cake
You don’t pick up a bag of rocks, before you jump in a lake.
What you do is so much more important than the promises you make
Only you can forgive you for That One Big Mistake
On an Orange Afternoon
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